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1. Genes always contain 
 deoxyribonucleotides  

a coding region   
 a transcription start site  
 amino acids    
 exons and introns        (2) 
 
 
2. Bacteriophages 
 are viruses      
 can contain an RNA genome   
 consist of proteins and nucleic acid  
 replicate in bacteria    
 always kill infected bacteria   
 were discovered in the 1950s      (4) 
 
 
3. A DNA double helix 
 is always right-handed     
 is stabilized by hydrophobic interactions   
 has a diameter between 5-10 nm    
 is positively charged     
 contains major and minor grooves      (2) 
 
4. The human nuclear genome 
 is the largest genome known to date   
 contains at least 40,000 genes    
 is different in cells of different tissues   
 consists largely of non-coding sequences   
 is split into 24 different chromosomes     (2) 
 
 
5. LTR elements 
 occur in DNA        

are found in bacteria       
are also called long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs)  

 contain a reverse transcriptase gene     
 contain a polyA tail       (2) 
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6. Bacterial genomes are compacted by 
 histones      

other proteins than histones   
supercoiling     
DNA polymerases     
DNA topoisomerases    
CP proteins         (3) 

 
 
7. Transcriptomes 
 consist of proteins     
 consist of RNA     
 can differ in different cells    
 contain mostly ribosomal RNAs   
 are located in the nucleus       (2) 
 
 
8. Microsatellites are 

frequently found in bacterial genomes  
always smaller than 50 bp    
used as DNA markers    
tandemly repeated sequences   
movable DNA elements       (2) 

 
 
9. RNAs 
 are synthesized by DNA polymerase   
 are usually longer than DNA molecules   
 contain ribose      
 are frequently modified after synthesis   
 are more stable than DNA molecules   
 function primarily in expression of genes   
 contain uracil instead of adenine    
 are always synthesized in the nucleus     (3) 
 
 
10. An α-helix 
 is found in RNA      
 is found in DNA      
 is found in proteins      
 is stabilized by hydrophobic interactions   
 is stabilized by hydrogen bonds      (2) 
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11. The genetic code 
 consists of 62 codons     
 differs in different tissues of an organism   
 is degenerate      
 contains three stop codons       (2) 
 
 
12. Centromeres 
 contain many tightly packed genes    
 are common in bacterial chromosomes    
 function in DNA replication     
 are associated with histones     
 occur only in eukaryotes      
 are always located in the middle of chromosomes    (1) 
 
 
13. Linkage analysis 
 is used in physical mapping    
 is based on Mendel’s laws     
 can only be used with prokaryotes    
 is based on recombination frequencies   
 requires unlinked genes       (2) 
 
 
14. DNA sequencing by the chain termination method always requires 
 RNA polymerase     
 dideoxynucleotides     
 an automated sequencing machine   
 end-labeling of DNA    
 fluorescent primers        (1) 
 
 
15. Introns 
 are always flanked by exons     
 occur only in genes       
 do never contain any meaningful DNA sequence   
 frequently contain translation stop codons    
 help to identify genes in genomic sequences    (3) 
 
 
16. DNA markers 
 are primarily used in physical mapping of genomes  
 are used in sequence assembly     
 are usually genes       
 are DNA-binding proteins      
 can be SNPs        (2) 
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17. Proteins 
 are synthesized in the nucleus     
 consist of amino acids      
 can be toxic       

fold spontaneously into their correct conformations  
 can fold into a double-helical structure    
 can consist of several subunits      (3) 
 
 
18. DNA supercoiling 
 is catalyzed by enzymes     
 enlarges DNA molecules     
 affects transcription initiation    
 is only found in bacteria     
 changes the size of genomes    
 occurs mostly in linear DNA molecules   
 does not occur in organelles      (2) 
 
 
19. Nucleosomes consist of 
 chromatin and nucleotides   
 chromatin and histones   
 DNA and chromatin   
 DNA and histones        (1) 
 
 
20. Plasmids 
 form an integral part of genomes   
 may consist of RNA    
 rarely contain genes    
 often confer antibiotic resistance   
 can be transferred between cells      (2) 
 
 
 
 
      Total number of correct answers:  43 


